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Have you made all your plans and even decided on the place to go, but are you still skeptical if your plans will work properly or not? Don't worry. In this article we will share some tips and tricks for the amazing holiday Ooty. The most important thing is to set a budget for your trip. Ooty is not a very expensive city, but it is always best to
keep a budget set for various activities like travel, shopping, site seeing, etc. People avoid preparing the route in advance and end up in disarray when they plan their trip at the last minute. Avoid such panic situations by preparing a route for Ooty well in advance. Here's an example of a route within 2 days of Ooty travel. Day 1 - - Visit
Lake Ooty preferably in the afternoon. Activities - (boating, cycling, walking, deer park) - Thread Garden attractions - (indoor flower garden, handmade trees) - Doddabetta Peak (high point in the area) Activities - (Adventure Sport) Day 2 - - Falls - Calhatty is located about 13 km from Ooty ; Picara Falls is located about 19 km from Ooty) -
Mudumalai WildLife Sanctuary - Toy Train Ride - Ooty in Mettupalayam Make sure that the climatic conditions of Ooty are good and that you have packed your bags accordingly. It is advisable to do a thorough study about the area and climate in advance to make your trip a success. Wear the need and make note of the things you spend
while on the trip The necessary items such as necessary clothing, first aid and other essentials should be at hand. When you are in the city, you should take note of what you are buying and the amount you spend on these things. This will help you according to the already decided budget plan properly. Ooty is a lovely hill station and is
one of the most famous weekend holiday destinations from Bangalore and Chennai. This city has a rich tourism history and thus the commercial sector of the city depends on travel and tourism. A number of hotels in Ooty offer you a variety of services such as sightseeing and adventure sports, so if you don't want to take the effort of
planning it all, you can always take Ooty packages offered by various hotels in the city. Saturate your desire for escapade on the hill of the station with a visit to the heavenly paradise of Ooty. With plenty of natural beauty to be discovered better plan your itinerary, covering the most important places to visit in 3 days at Ooty for a
delightfully restorative tour experience. Cozy attractive waterfalls, green vegetation and misty landscape the city delight tourists. Day 1: Lake Picarda / Boat House, Picara 9th Mile, 6th Mile, Kamraj Sagar Dam, Toda Hamlet/School Mund, Pine Tree Forest, Wenlock Downs Day 2: Doddabetta Peak, Ooty Botanic Garden, Sim Park,
Coonoor Tea Estate, Lamb Rock, Dolphin Nose Day 3: Wax World Ooty, Ooty Peak Lake, Ooty Stone Garden, Ooty Stone Garden, Ooty Botanic Garden, Wax World Ooty Day 2: Doddabetta Peak, Ooty Botanical Garden, Sim Park, Coonoor Tea Estate, Lamb Rock, Dolphin Nose Day 3: Pine Tree Forest, 6th Mile, 9th Mile Picara Falls,
Picara Lake / Boat House with peace and tranquility guaranteed Rounding out the best places to visit in 3 days in Ooty include: 1. Toda Hamlet Toda Hamlet offers unforgettable ideas in the distinctive social and cultural identity, beliefs and customs of the Toda tribes who live in Nilgiris. It is interesting to know about their traditional attire,
intricate decorations and distinguished typical bamboo huts. 2. Ooty Botanic Garden Outstanding among the main places to visit in Ooty, the Botanic Garden offers travelers a jaw-dropping experience commuting with nature. The highly-reversing botanical garden, designed by William Graham McIvor in 1847, houses more than 200
varieties of flowering plants, including balms, zinnia, verbena, petunias, sage and French lilies. 3. Wax World Ooty Another key attraction among the places to visit in Ooty includes the wax world located in a 130-year-old colonial mansion. Information wax world wax creations of Indian freedom fighters like Mahatma Gandhi, Bal Gangadhar
Tilak, Gopal Krishna and Gokhale, as well as social figures like Mother Teresa and our former president Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam. 4. Sim's Park Sim's Park is 4 km from Kunur railway station with abundant scenic views to seduce and surprise you. Located at an altitude of 1,780 meters, it is divided into 8 sections and exhibits colorful
flowerbeds, lawns and cliffs. Among his gems are Araucaria, Kwerk, Feonics, Camellia, Pine and Skipentin. The 12-hectare garden has a glass house that accommodates a variety of ornamental plants and flowers. Magnolias, erupting in bright pink and white colors, are a holiday for the eyes. Home to an impressive collection of economic
trees like rudraksh beaded wood, Connamomm's queensland curry pine, the remarkable park was designed by Mr JD Sims and Major Murray in 1874. 5. Coonoor Tea Estate The Glimmering tea estates were widely visited by especially avid traveller tea lovers to enjoy the incomparable aroma of their favorite brew. Visitors will enjoy taking
a leisurely stroll along the sprawling tea estate. They also get a deep understanding of how exotic tea is processed. 6. 9th Mile / Pai Mund Majestic The spot of the 9th Mile is just 9 km from Ooty. Also known as shooting Medu, where medu means hill in Tamil was the preferred choice of filmmakers. Famous films such as Raja Hindustani,
Devana, Cannatil Mutamittal and Ashiki were made here. The relaxing atmosphere surrounding the hills and beautiful mountains inspire many visitors. 7. Lamb's Rock Is a well-known place for sightseeing, Lamb's Rock offers a magnificent view of the wide vistas enveloping it. It was the collector Captain Lamb who tried to open the way to
this charming place and from now on became popular as Lamb's Rock. Located 8 km from Kunur, in the village of Burliar, the jagged cliffs provide fantastic views of the plains of Coimbatore, lush tea plantations and the Houli ravine to its right. 8. The nose of the dolphin Another natural wonder, about 12 km away from Kunur, the nose of a
dolphin is a rocky formation that resembles the nose of a dolphin. Located more than 1,500 meters above sea level, the rocky headland offers panoramic views of Katherine's charmingly magnificent waterfall. Visitors will enjoy the mesmerizing route leading to the majestic place as they cross the adventurous stud bends. The sprawling tea
estates and gushing streams in the area add to the charm of the place. 9.Ooty Lake Artificial Lake, created by John Sullivan is dotted with groves of eucalyptus trees. The Tamil Nadu Tourism Development Corporation acquired the lake in 1973 to promote it as a major tourist destination and operates a boathouse that houses a variety of
boat types including paddle boats, motor boats and rowing boats for tourists. Boat Cruise is the best way to experience the breathtaking views surrounding the glass waters of the lake. 10. Ooty Rose Garden Ooty is a sight to behold offering over 20,000 varieties of roses. Striking manifestations of miniature roses, hybrid tea roses,
yakimore, polyanta, tramp and floribunda - it's a holiday for the eyes. We give you the advantage of selecting packages covering the main must-see places to visit in Ooty to make your three-day visit the most enjoyable and rewarding. Heavenly paradise with its hills, healing atmosphere, majestic lakes and fascinating waterfalls greets
visitors for the most exciting excursion. The soothing moment remains carved in your mind forever. Check out our Ooty packages, we offer the perfect tour package for all passionate travelers looking for inspiration to stay as it includes basic alluring and intriguing destinations. Take the best tour, choosing from the below packages for the
3-day Ooty tour. Page 2 Ooty, located in the Nilgiri area of Tamil Nadu, at an altitude of 2,286 m, is one of the most popular mountain stations in the country. Ootacamund/Ooty is the perfect For rest, rest, All. The huge spread of lush greenery, the fog covering the mountains, the refreshing atmosphere and the amazing array of attractions
makes Ooty one of the most popular mountain stations. Mouth watering candy and an exciting range of tea makes the experience even better. Whether you want a long vacation or a quick weekend trip, Ooty is the perfect place to visit, especially for those travel lovers who are unable to take a break from work and office. A one day tour at
Ooty is the perfect choice for them. A day trip to the station hill, spending some time in the midst of breathtaking nature, will surely provide you with a much needed break that you might be looking for. We at THE DNA Holidays offer a wide range of 1 day Ooty packages that you can buy to have an absolutely enjoyable journey. Ooty
Station Hill boasts many interesting sights of places. Exploring these beautiful sights will give you a break from the monotony of everyday life. Our 1 day Ooty tour packages offer you the opportunity to cover most popular places in a comfortable and hassle-free way. 1 Day Ooty Packages are included in a private taxi for sightseeing with
the driver. The cabin is provided depending on the number of passengers, the driver of the Butt and the parking fee. By ordering a Ooty package from our comprehensive collection, you can be sure of an unforgettable tour. We are on the DNA holidays to try to make each tour special, ensuring that our customers are offered the best
possible opportunities. If you have any specific requirements, we create individual Ooty packages. You can choose the places you would like to see on your day at Ooty, as well as the time you would like to spend at every sightseeing location as we offer maximum flexibility to our customers, so they enjoy their time at this queen hill
stations in their preferred way. Our travel experts plan your Ooty tour so that it fulfills your requirements without being exhaustive or budget-sharing. Our 1 day Ooty tour packages are reasonably priced so that everyone can have a wonderful trip without sacrificing on the comfort and quality of service. In an effort to make your journey
perfect, we offer help throughout the tour. Our travel consultants, who will be available 24/7, help travelers in making a stress free tour. From providing information about hill station, suggestions of places to visit, to making special arrangements if necessary, they go the extra mile to make your trip better. Some of the places to see in Ooty
are Dodabetta Peak, Nose Dolphin, Ooty Lake, Avalanche Lake, Emerald Lake, Hidden Valley, Picara Falls, Calhatty Falls, Deer Park, Ooty Rose Garden, Garden, Toda Huts, WaxWorld, St. Stephen Church, Parkson Valley Reservoir, Stone House and Tribal Research Center. Tea gardens on hill hill it's also worth a stop. Another thing
you can't miss at Ooty is the Ooty Toy Train ride, offering mesmerizing views of hill stations, waterfalls and valleys around. Around.
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